
Healthcare Storage Solutions



We’re The Storage Experts!

Spacesaver Solutions Inc. is the leading national provider of commercial business storage solutions. 

Our dedicated team of Storage Experts work with clients to understand their unique needs, and design custom 
storage solutions that allow organizations to do what they do best. 

Clever Storage Solutions That Create Amazing Experiences

Maximize 
Space

Improve 
Efficiencies

Mitigate Risk Reduce Costs

www.spacesaver.ca

Why Us?

Our team is comprised of storage experts, design consultants, records management gurus, project managers, 
service technicians, installation crews, and marketing and administration staff who go above and beyond to 
ensure our clients are always 100% satisfied. 

As the experts in storage we can provide a customized design and installation plan for virtually any storage 
vision or challenge - we specialize in developing storage and workflow solutions.

Clients



We’re The Storage Experts!
Clever Storage Solutions That Create Amazing Experiences

 CUSTOM LOCKER STORAGE

Today’s healthcare environment is a changing landscape and this needs to be reflected in staff and patient storage 

solutions. Spacesaver Solutions Inc.’s lockers are custom made, offering different sizes, materials, locks, colours, 

and finishes to suit your needs. Antimicrobial finishes and easy to clean corners make our lockers the perfect 

option for sterile environments, and our touchless locks make keeping everyone safe easy.

EASY TO CLEAN TOUCHLESS RFID LOCKS



Medical 
Carts 
with Bins

High  
Density 
Modular Bin 
Storage

Medical 
Carts with 
Shelves

Modular 
Bin Shelving

MODULAR BIN STORAGE



In the ideal hospital supply room or pharmacy, techs have fast access to items through organization and 
optimized space. Our modular bin storage systems and shelving are designed to accommodate constantly 
fluctuating inventory and make the most of limited space. They can be configured on the spot and reconfigured 
as needed without tools and fasteners.

  PHARMACY STORAGE



PANDEMIC SUPPLY STORAGE

Balancing storage needs with space for patients is a challenge. If you’re running out of space, or having a hard time 
accessing all your supplies, high density storage is a great option! High density systems get rid of static aisles by placing 
shelving and cabinets on carriages that move back and forth on rails in the floor. Simply push a button or turn a handle, 
and the aisles will move allowing you to easily access all your stuff.

Compact mobile shelving lets you store your sterile supplies in a fraction of your current space. This gives you the 
opportunity to dedicate more of your space to patients. 



Consolidate medical records, X-rays and sensitive documents in central, supervised areas close to the point of 
need with our high density storage solutions. Control access, increase accountability, better manage files, and 
limit the likelihood of their improper use. 

PATIENT RECORDS

RECORDS MANAGEMENT

80% of records management costs are related to labour and not supplies or equipment. The best way 
for healthcare facilities to save money is to becomre more efficient. We offer the advice, products, and 
services, that will make your records management program work for you!

We will conduct a fact finding meeting at no cost to understand your current state. We will then 
analyze this information and make recommendations that will mitigate risk and save you time and 
money.

FILE MOVE SERVICES

LABEL SOFTWARE

FILE CONVERSIONS

RECORDS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

FOLDERS

IMAGING

COLOUR CODING

CONSULTING

READY TO GO PAPERLESS? OUR SISTER COMPANY CAN HELP!
Nimble can help you transform your document management processes by providing the expertise, 
tools, and services that will allow you to control your information wherever you are, securely, 
quickly, and accurately.

PANDEMIC SUPPLY STORAGE

Balancing storage needs with space for patients is a challenge. If you’re running out of space, or having a hard time 
accessing all your supplies, high density storage is a great option! High density systems get rid of static aisles by placing 
shelving and cabinets on carriages that move back and forth on rails in the floor. Simply push a button or turn a handle, 
and the aisles will move allowing you to easily access all your stuff.

Compact mobile shelving lets you store your sterile supplies in a fraction of your current space. This gives you the 
opportunity to dedicate more of your space to patients. 



115 Engelhard Drive 
Aurora, Ontario, L4G 3V1

www.spacesaver.ca

1-877-726-3933

Contact us for free space planning, consultations, and 3D renderings!

Clever Storage Solutions That Create Amazing Experiences


